RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
Main Office: 130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820

PRESS RELEASE
5:00 pm CDT July 26th 2021
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FROM: OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED

MEMORANDUM:
Due to ongoing and human directed Cyber Attacks constituting of crafted packets not in compliance with TCP/IP
standards and practices directed against our network in 5 distinct vectors, seeking by design to implicate the
RUSSIAN FEDERATION in concert with false claims by the DEMOCRATIC PARTY of the United States;
The nations of ICELAND, NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK, SEYECHELLES ISLANDS, PANAMA, JAPAN
and PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA will be barred from access or use of SEVEN ALPHA networks.
Use of TRUMP PLAZA in PANAMA and SEYECHELLES ISLANDS operations centers associated with NIPPON
TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE (NTT GROUP), NTT AMERICA, and their partner EQUINIX in Dallas, Texas to
carry out these attacks, in concert with controlling interest in Shenzen China and South Korea, affirm our claim of
criminal antitrust activity filed with the UNITED STATES FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION in 2020 regarding
possible takeover by SOFTBANK GROUP CORP for TENCENT HOLDING CO LTD and jointly with SAUDI
ARABIA SOVEREIGN INVESTMENT TRUST of NVIDIA CORPORATION by majority share in stock trade
filed September 2020; using similar purchase of ARM HOLDING CO LTD in UNITED KINGDOM for $32
billion USD now alleged $40 billion value in trade of securities; cited in Federal criminal complaint as Antitrust
and component to threats against our employees in 2001-2021 dealings in false business practices;
Do fully justify this termination of all transport and protected equal access and standing in all claims, both civil and
subject to BERNE CONVENTION and other treaties, upon continued concealment of a hostage to extort,
blackmail, and physical violence including destruction of UNITED STATES FEDERAL PROPERTY at our
business July 13th 2021 in hit-and-run activity a fourth subsequent incident in five (5) years of dispute.
Persons having CITIZENSHIP in any of the prior nations regardless of dual citizenship will be barred from access
and use until further notice, citing organized and physical violence barred by 15 USC 1692d in Federal Law; to
collect by forfeiture themed UNCONSTITUTIONAL by 586 U.S. ____ (2019) case no 17-1091 oral
pronouncement a fraud (18 USC 1431), and embezzlement of estate from the UNITED STATES for foreign use.
All employees, contractors, and other agents not acting through court process are BARRED from contact,
appearance, or other actions themed prohibited to persons granted notice of complaint in 18 USC 2261A felony
stalking regulations of the UNITED STATES, and shall be denied employment and contract, bidding, and other
terms immediately upon discovery of such nexus or interest or relationship in the prior firms and countries.
Existing vendors “in good standing” will be granted immunity, as this tortious interference is intent on breaking
contract rights and disabling UNITED STATES corporations from access to vital goods in concert with criminal
abuse of the BERNE CONVENTION and other filings of intellectual property rights themed espionage and for
illegal export contrary the WASSENAAR ARRANGEMENT and other contracts now under civil filing in court
procedure – a case before PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF OKLAHOMA, so brought.
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These nations use, in concert with flooding identified by origin of high volume packet flows bearing the address of
DIGITAL OCEAN, an Internet Service Provider, appear in a pattern of racketeering against our assets to strongly
indicate abuse by a network administrator in the DALLAS COUNTY, STATE OF TEXAS area jointly with other
persons themed employees in documents obtained by our office of NTT AMERICA and PACKET CLEARING
HOUSE, an NGO and “affiliate” reseller of NTT to government programs financed by Democractic Party
lobbying, from which denial of service and directed attacks to disable INTERSTATE COMMERCE are appearing.
Threats in writing in 2001, 2002, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2020, and 2021
appear to support this activity by convicted substance abuser and primary employee of ROBERT HALF
TECHNOLOGIES, a $15/hr worker fraudulently claiming employment of $60/hr or more before the court in 2012
contrary conviction and probation documents obtained by our office.
Failure to act on this matter, in prior lawful complaint, suggests STATE OF TEXAS, STATE OF OKLAHOMA,
and STATE OF MICHIGAN jointly engaged in fraud themed “parental kidnapping” by California State Law, to
enrich their own industry by denial of 45 CFR Federal Law and Federal Register Vol 81 No 244 fraud themed a
$40 billion USD qui tam (31 USC 3729(a)) violation, now under criminal complaint and civil demand for suit.
This abuse sustains false claims in taking, abduction, concealment, and abuse of a child – paired with foreign use
of network services in WIRE FRAUD contributing to the $11 billion bankruptcy of Northern Telecom of Canada in
2011, and concealment of a child of a “vital employee” of NORTHERN TELECOM in 2001-2021.
Due to the physical violence and direction of violence against UNITED STATES property and registered agents of
a UNITED STATES CORPORATION, this matter is themed a direct attack upon the UNITED STATES in concert
with sedition (18 USC 2384) sustaining a denial of prior 9-0 UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT rule against
this fraud, and in felony taking themed embezzlement per 18 USC 666 in fraud (18 USC 1431) so also deemed
rebellion and insurrection (18 USC 2383) in overt criminal claims of securities fraud and right to work (OK
CONSTITUTION, ARTICLE II criminal activity).
Any nation aiding or abetting the activity will be subject to sanction and forfeiture of all claims and rights,
including commercial access and enforcement, and shall be deemed “outlaw” before the SEVEN ALPHA network
for their use of “coercion” in concert with the activities of those persons subject to and agent in fact of the foreign
sovereign power responsible for such commission in franchise, a foreign power. Those persons acting to sustain
this fraud or give aid shall be deemed by SEVEN ALPHA to be “unregistered foreign agents”, and treated as such
in act of war and out of uniform as spies for a foreign military power engaging the UNITED STATES or the LAWS
OF THE UNITED STATES so made, and in acts of war themed war crimes per Supreme Law against the People.
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED cites this activity as open “piracy”, and under International
Law and Oklahoma Statutory Code Title 22 Section 22-31, is entitled this notice and all “necessary force” to
defend itself and its customers from this criminal taking and fraud, and in lawful right of commercial travel among
the member states of the Union, a North American nation consisting of the territories of the UNITED STATES and
subject to the Laws of the united “States of America” so made commission and charter, and sustained 1776-2021.
For all pledge contrary, RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED cites “perfidy”, and such act prohibited
any lawful act of the United States, “States of America”, “Union”, or UNITED STATES (the agent so made, a legal
person in government formed to execute the laws prior stated, subordinate to those limitations and rules also).
These pledges made in General Order No 100, “Article 16”, known as “The Lieber Code”, pursuant to the rules
and terms of Military Justice, and any state of emergency or other claims or acts of the same in conflict.
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